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Managing severe behavioral symptoms of a patient with anti-NMDAR encephalitis: case report and findings in current literature

Manejo de sintomas comportamentais severos em um paciente com encefalite anti-NMDAR: relato de caso e literatura atual
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Abstract

Objective: Psychiatric symptoms emerge in the early stages of anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (anti-NMDAR) encephalitis, and patients often seek treatment in psychiatric departments before visiting any other general medical services. Numerous articles about anti-NMDAR encephalitis have been published in the scientific community worldwide, but few emphasize the role of psychiatry in symptom management.

Case description: We describe the case of a patient with anti-NMDAR encephalitis seen in our service and discuss the management of behavioral symptoms based on current scientific literature. High doses of atypical antipsychotics and benzodiazepines were used to control agitation, and trazodone was administered to treat insomnia.

Comments: Consultation-liaison psychiatry may help the healthcare team adjust the management of neuropsychiatric complications that might affect inpatients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis.
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Introduction

The clinical course of anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (anti-NMDAR) encephalitis has a myriad of neurological and psychiatric features, such as delusions and hallucinations, but also agitation, disorganized thinking, affective lability and catatonia.1,2 Surprisingly, 7.8% of the patients with schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders have serum antibodies for this disease.3 Because psychiatric symptoms emerge in the early stages of anti-NMDAR encephalitis, 77% of the patients are not seen in a general healthcare service before seeking treatment in a psychiatric department,4 where this disease may be mistaken for primary psychiatric conditions, such as brief psychosis disorder, drug-induced psychosis or mania.1,5 Moreover, 4% of the patients present with isolated psychiatric symptoms.6 As anti-NMDAR encephalitis is not initially suspected, the treatment of this potentially lethal disorder may be delayed.
To this date, numerous articles about anti-NMDAR encephalitis have been published in the scientific community worldwide,\(^1\) but few emphasize the role of psychiatrists in the management of this disease while clinical signs and symptoms persist without remission. Furthermore, there is still little information about the pharmacological options for the treatment of the behavioral symptoms of patients with this disease.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^10\) We report the case of a patient with anti-NMDAR encephalitis seen in our service and discuss psychiatric symptom management based on current literature. This report was approved by our local ethics committee, and the patient signed an informed consent form.

**Case description**

A 30-year-old Brazilian single male computer technician was taken to the hospital by his mother. Two days before, he had suddenly begun behaving strangely: his speech included meaningless words and alternated with silence, insomnia and restlessness. His history revealed no fever, seizures or recent physical trauma. Substance abuse, exogenous intoxication or previous contact with heavy metals were excluded, as well as personal and family history of psychiatric illnesses. According to his mother, the patient collected old computer parts and did not have many social interactions. Physical and neurological examinations were normal. During the examination, his behavior was restless and unsuitable: he crouched on the floor, stood up, lay down, sat up, pointed to himself and to his examiner alternately, climbed several times on the scales when not requested.

Faced with the possible diagnosis of primary psychosis or behavioral changes secondary to herpetic encephalitis, risperidone was prescribed, as well as lorazepam and acyclovir, although the latter was discontinued because the polymerase chain reaction test to detect herpes simplex virus was negative. The patient remained intermittently agitated and his behavior was severely disorganized. One day, he ran towards his bedroom window, almost jumped out of it and had to be restrained by hospital security.

Brain CT and brain MRI results were normal. A basic metabolic panel showed results within normal limits, and his VDRL test was non-reactive. Cerebrospinal fluid analysis revealed only pleocytosis, at 26 cells/mm\(^3\). On the ninth hospital day (HD 9), the consultation-liaison psychiatric team began to follow up the patient. The first examination of his mental state revealed a wandering gaze, uncooperativeness, normal level of consciousness, global disorientation, attention instability, hypervigilance, labile affect, disaggregated thinking, scarce speech, neologisms, no evidence of delusional activity, no changes on sensory perception, lack of pragmatism, passive negativism, restlessness, involuntary facial movements and verbal perseveration.

The patient remained under observation. Serial electroencephalograms showed diffuse disorganized electrical activity without epileptiform tracings. Antinuclear antibody and lupus anticoagulant tests were negative. Chest, abdomen and pelvis CT scans were all normal. As autoimmune limbic encephalitis was suspected as the most likely diagnosis, an autoantibodies panel was performed using new cerebrospinal fluid and blood samples, and test results revealed positivity for anti-NMDAR.

With an established diagnosis of anti-NMDAR encephalitis, immunosuppressive treatment was initiated, and a testicle ultrasound was performed, which did not reveal any neoplastic findings. Intravenous (IV) immunotherapy followed the recommendations made by Dalmau et al.,\(^7\) and consisted of methylprednisolone (1 g/day), seven plasmapheresis treatments and immunoglobulin (117.5 g). As there were no satisfactory clinical results, other options were from HD 43 on: cyclophosphamide (1 g/month for 6 months, continuing after hospital discharge), plasmapheresis and rituximab (675 mg/week for 4 weeks).

Before his first psychiatric evaluation, he was taking lorazepam (1 mg/day) and risperidone (3 mg/day) to control episodes of agitation. However, risperidone had to be replaced with quetiapine (50 mg/day) because drug-induced akathisia was suspected. On HD 15, as the patient developed short-term episodes of autonomic disruption (erythema, hyperthermia, tachycardia, tachypnea, hypertension and restlessness), clonidine (0.2 mg/day) was also administered, if necessary. During his first intensive care unit (ICU), lorazepam and quetiapine doses were increased to 15 mg and 700 mg/day from admission to return to the general ward, although benzodiazepines are not recommended when the patient has respiratory failure. In addition, trazodone was introduced gradually to 150 mg/day to improve behavior and sleep. On his second admission to ICU, lorazepam was administered again to avoid the use of drugs to treat agitation, such as propofol. At discharge, on HD 111, psychiatric drugs were quetiapine (75 mg/day), lorazepam (1 mg/day), trazodone (150 mg/day) and prednisone (40 mg/day) (Figure 1).
Psychomotor agitation, the main psychiatric complication, may reflect conceptual disorganization, autonomic instability, seizures or dyskinesia, each requiring a specific form of management. Because of that, the patient was physically restrained most of the time and received extra doses of sedatives: IM haloperidol (5 mg), IV diazepam (5-10 mg) and IV propofol (30-50 mg). On a single day, 20 mg/day of diazepam and 2.5 mg/day of midazolam were administered. Explanations for family and the healthcare team about the characteristics of each complication and the self-limiting nature of restlessness attacks as part of paroxysmal dysautonomia were important to reduce parenteral medication.

During the 111 days that he remained hospitalized, the patient had to be transferred to the ICU twice. First on HD 22, he suddenly developed acute respiratory failure and had to be treated with antibiotics for pneumonia and mechanical ventilation. His breathing pattern gradually improved, he was weaned from mechanical ventilation and returned to the general ward on HD 40. On HD 59, he was transferred to the ICU again due to septic shock secondary to urinary infection. He was treated with vasoactive drugs, mechanical ventilation and antibiotics until he improved clinically, and transferred back to the general ward on HD 87.

From HD 85 on, the patient’s interaction with the examiners gradually improved, as demonstrated by his response to some verbal commands, such as to press and release the examiner’s hand and to stretch and flex his limbs. This outcome was only possible because of the essential involvement of the psychiatry, speech therapy, physiotherapy, nutrition, occupational therapy and psychology teams, in addition to the neurology team (main clinical assistant).

In the last days of evaluation before discharge, he remained disoriented and reported amnesia during hospitalization. Psychomotor agitation episodes became sparse, controlled due to the verbal support of family members, and autonomic episodes were rare. After discharge, the patient received three more doses of cyclophosphamide. He is currently being followed up in our outpatient service. He still has some degree of apathy, but takes only trazodone (150 mg/day) and prednisone (10 mg/day).

**Comments**

Anti-NMDAR encephalitis requires specific treatment (immunotherapy or tumor removal, when detected) that should be initiated as soon as possible to decrease anti-NMDAR levels and ensure good outcomes. Before these measures have an effect, psychiatric management is crucial to minimize the consequences of psychiatric symptoms for patients and clinical teams.

Only a few case reports of anti-NMDAR encephalitis mention the use of psychotropic drugs, and some describe the doses of the medication used. Except for catatonia, for which lorazepam and electroconvulsive therapy are well-established treatments, no standard drug class, medication or dosage have been defined for anti-NMDAR encephalitis. Low doses of typical medication...
and atypical agents to treat adult patients have been described in current literature: haloperidol (1-2 mg/day), olanzapine (5 mg/day), aripiprazole (2.5 mg/day) and risperidone (1 mg/day).8,9 In two cases of adolescents, van de Riet et al.13 described the combination of haloperidol and risperidone, but neither the use of low doses nor slow titration prevented both patients from having extrapyramidal side effects.

Risperidone has been suggested as an early treatment for first episode psychotic disorders because it has less frequent extrapyramidal side effects than typical antipsychotics.14 In our case, it was prescribed immediately before quetiapine, because the patient presented with agitation and because akathisia was included in the differential diagnosis. High doses of quetiapine and lorazepam were administered to contain restlessness and were reduced as the patient's neurological status improved.

Trazodone was a good option to treat insomnia, in agreement with previously reported findings.8,10 Although promethazine and phenothiazine are possible options for sedation,11 their anticholinergic effects may lower the consciousness level and promote delirium.

As consultation-liaison professionals, psychiatrists may help adjust the procedures of the whole healthcare team to treat neuropsychiatric complications that may affect patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis while hospitalized.13 Non-pharmacological interventions should considered in the treatment of agitation and insomnia, as they may prevent the use of more sedative medications that may expose a patient already at risk of clinical deterioration to harmful, and unnecessary, events. Likewise, dangerous conditions, such as malignant neuroleptic syndrome and respiratory failure, should be seen as confounding factors, as they may be outcomes of the disease itself or adverse drug effects.15 Furthermore, a multidisciplinary approach is essential for the successful treatment of patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis and the prevention of physical and cognitive sequelaes.8,9

This case report contributes information about the psychiatric management of a patient with anti-NMDAR encephalitis, a diagnosis with which psychiatrists should be familiar.
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